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Abstract. In this paper we study the modified Hadamard product properties of certain class of
analytic functions with varying arguments defined by Ruscheweyh derivative.
The obtained results are sharp and they improve known results.
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1. INTRODUCTION













Ruscheweyh [5] defined that
Df .´/D ´





.n 2N0 D f0;1;2 : : :g/ : (1.4)
The symbol Dnf .´/.n 2N0/ was called the n-th order Ruscheweyh derivative of
f .´/ by Al-Amiri [1]. It is easy to see that
D0f .´/D f .´/;D1f .´/D ´f 0.´/
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Definition 1. Let f and g be analytic functions in U . We say that the function f
is subordinate to the function g, if there exists a function w, which is analytic in U
and w.0/D 0I jw.´/j < 1I´ 2 U , such that f .´/D g.w.´//I 8´ 2 U: We denote by
 the subordination relation.
Definition 2. [2,4] For  0I 1A<B  1I0<B  1In2N0 letQ.n;;A;B/
denote the subclass ofA which contain functions f .´/ of the form .1:1/ such that
.1 /.Dnf .´//0C.DnC1f .´//0  1CA´
1CB´: (1.7)
Definition 3 ([7]). A function f .´/ of the form .1:1/ is said to be in the class
V.k/ if f 2 A and arg.ak/D k ,8k  2. If 9ı 2 R such that
k C .k   1/ı  .mod2/;8k  2 then f .´/ is said to be in the class V.k; ı/.
The union of V.k; ı/ taken over all possible sequences fkg and all possible real
numbers ı is denoted by V . Let VQ.n;;A;B/ denote the subclass of V consisting
of functions f .´/ 2Q.n;;A;B/.
Theorem 1 ([4]). Let the function f .´/ defined by .1:1/ be in V. Then
f .´/ 2 VQ.n;;A;B/, if and only if
1X
kD2
kı.n;k/Ck jakj  .B  A/.nC1/ (1.8)
where
Ck D .1CB/ŒnC1C.k 1/:
The extremal functions are
fk.´/D ´C .B  A/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
eik´k; .k  2/:
The modified Hadamard product of two functions f and g of the form .1:1/ and





k D .g f /.´/: (1.9)
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2. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 2. If f 2 VQ.n;;A1;B/;g 2 VQ.n;;A2;B/ then
f g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/, where A D B   .B A1/.B A2/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
.
The result is sharp.
Proof. Let f 2 VQ.n;;A1;B/;g 2 VQ.n;;A2;B/ and suppose they have the




B  A1  nC1 (2.1)




B  A2  nC1: (2.2)




B  A  nC1: (2.3)



























From Theorem 1 we have:
jakj  .B  A1/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
and jbkj  .B  A2/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
; .k  2/
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; .k  2/: (2.5)







A  B   .B  A1/.B  A2/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
:
But kCkı.n;k/ < .kC1/CkC1ı.n;kC1/; .k  2/ so
B   .B  A1/.B  A2/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
 B   .B  A1/.B  A2/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
; .k  2/
) A D B   .B  A1/.B  A2/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
:
The result is sharp, because if
f .´/D ´C .B  A1/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
ei1´2 2 VQ.n;;A1;B/
g.´/D ´C .B  A2/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
ei2´2 2 VQ.n;;A2;B/
f g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/











Corollary 1. If f;g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/ then f g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/, where A D
B   .B A/2.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
. The result is sharp.
Theorem 3. If f 2 VQ.n;;A;B1/;g 2 VQ.n;;A;B2/ then
f g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/, where B D AC .B1 A/.B2 A/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
.
The result is sharp.
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Proof. Let f 2 VQ.n;;A;B1/;g 2 VQ.n;;A;B2/ and suppose they have the




B1 A  nC1 (2.6)




B2 A  nC1: (2.7)




B A  nC1: (2.8)



























From Theorem 1 we have:
jakj  .B1 A/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
and jbkj  .B2 A/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
; .k  2/





; .k  2/: (2.10)
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B  AC .B1 A/.B2 A/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
:





; .k  2/
) B D AC .B1 A/.B2 A/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
:
The result is sharp, because if






f g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/











Corollary 2. If f;g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/ then f g 2 VQ.n;;A;B/, where BD
AC .B A/2.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
. The result is sharp.
Theorem 4. If fj 2 VQ.n;;Aj ;B/;j D 1;s; s 2 f2;3;4; : : :g then







The result is sharp.
Proof. For the proof we use the mathematical induction method and suppose that
fj ;8j have the form .1:1/.
Let s D 2. If fj 2 VQ.n;;Aj ;B/;j D 1;2 then f1 f2 2 VQ.n;;A;B/ where
A D B   .B A1/.B A2/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
; from Theorem 2 is true.
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Assume, for s Dm, that the formula displayed below holds.
If fj 2 VQ.n;;Aj ;B/;j D 1;m;m 2 f2;3;4; : : :g then
f1 f2  : : :fm 2 VQ.n;;A.m 1/;B/, where








Let s DmC1: if f1 f2  : : :fm 2 VQ.n;;A.m 1/;B/;m 2 f2;3;4; : : :g and
fmC1 2 VQ.n;;AmC1;B/ then we have to prove









For the proof we use the result of Theorem 2:
Am  B   .B  A
.m 1//.B  AmC1/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/

































m ; .k  2/)







The result is sharp, because if




g.´/D ´C .B  As/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
ei2´2 2 VQ.n;;As;B/
f g 2 VQ.n;;As;B/
and satisfy (8) with equality. Indeed,



















Theorem 5. If fj 2 VQ.n;;A;Bj /;j D 1;s; s 2 f2;3;4; : : :g then







The result is sharp.
Proof. For the proof we use the mathematical induction method and suppose that
fj ;8j have the form .1:1/.
Let s D 2. If fj 2 VQ.n;;A;Bj /;j D 1;2 then f1 f2 2 VQ.n;;A;B/ where
B D AC .B1 A/.B2 A/.nC1/
kCkı.n;k/
; from Theorem 3 is true.
Assume, for s Dm, that the formula displayed below holds.
If fj 2 VQ.n;;A;Bj /;j D 1;m;m 2 f2;3;4; : : :g then








Let s DmC1: if f1 f2  : : :fm 2 VQ.n;;A;B.m 1//;m 2 f2;3;4; : : :g and
fmC1 2 VQ.n;;A;BmC1/ then we have to prove









For the proof we use the result of Theorem 3:
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m ; .k  2/







The result is sharp, because if




g.´/D ´C .Bs  A/.nC1/
2C2ı.n;2/
ei2´2 2 VQ.n;;A;Bs/
f g 2 VQ.n;;A;Bs/
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